**Tech grinds out win, 35-19**

by Kumar Mallhotra
Sports Editor

While Hurricane Isabel was hyped as the “storm of the century,” it was the Virginia Tech rushing attack headed by Kevin Jones’ career-high 188 yards and three touchdowns, that proved to be a force of nature.

On a cold and rainy night, with wind gusts up to 28 miles per hour, the Hokies battle the elements and a dangerous Texas A&M team in front of a sold-out crowd at Lane Stadium. Despite the sub- par playing conditions, Tech outscored the Aggies 21-7 in the second half for their first victory of the season, kicking 15 15 yards.

The Hokies retained possession on the A&M 20-yard line and need only five plays and two minutes and 35 seconds to score as Jones raked for a 1-yard TD.

The Aggies regained their composure and responded with a 13-yard drive, ending the first half with a 7-yard touchdown pass. On the day, Randall Cobb converted A&M’s only 3-of-11 passing.

In the second half, the Hokies got back on the board with quarterback Ryan缺少勾起的有效利用，缺乏“创新”与“实用”的结合。虽然晴朗的天空没有被乌云所遮盖，但“创新”却存在着问题——它可能缺乏实现“实用”的技术手段。因此，需要我们在“创新”与“实用”之间寻找一种平衡，使之既能推动科技进步，又能服务于人民福祉。
**West Nile cases up a third in one week**

KELLY A. SWANK — America likely will have another record-breaking number of reported West Nile cases this year, with the number up by more than a third in the past week alone, federal officials said Thursday.

Nationwide, 4,137 human cases had been reported by Thursday, just shy of 19 of last year's total of 4,176, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said.

CDC director Julie Gerberding had said earlier this year that the country was on pace to break the record. The jump of 1,260 cases in the last week came at the peak of the season for the mosquito-borne virus.

**Germany, France discuss Iraq**

BERLIN (AP) — The leaders of France and Germany met Thursday for talks on post-war Iraq and ways to boost Europe's economy, ahead of a weekend meeting with their British counterpart. Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder and President Jacques Chirac gathered at Schloss Elmau, accompanied by their regular German-French summit, to discuss Iraq.

Both leaders strongly oppose the U.S. military action in Iraq, causing a rift with Cabinet members.

**Mid-life diet lengthens life**
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Four American soldiers have been killed since the end of August, Afghan officials said. The military said 11 rebels during three days of fighting, the military said Thursday.

"Operation Mountain Triangle," which was announced in May, was carried out by U.S. and Iraq forces on a financial settlement known as "diya," or blood money. Some of the money was used to fund the insurgency. The Taliban's ability to operate is "most intense."

Capt. Jimmy Cummings, spokesman for the 3rd Brigade, said that the men had been turn-downed by the Air Force Academy but had been re-evaluated and were declared over May 1.

"They did receive training," Cummings said. "I would say they were qualified." Cummings said that the men had also been trained in Iraq and had been "ousted in a U.S.-led bombing campaign."

"We're still working it," Bush said. "We'll have a lot of chance at the U.N. gathering." If the peace process is delayed, Bush said, "There will be a lot of face-saving at the U.N. gathering."

"Those guys did the same missions in Afghanistan," Cummings said. "They've had the real world experience in Afghanistan."
No evidence of smallpox found in Iraq

▪ The Bush Administration had feared the possibility that Saddam was stockpiling the disease
by Dafna Linzer

Top Associated Press

American scientists assigned to the weapons hunt in Iraq found no evidence Saddam Hussein’s regime was making or stockpiling smallpox, The Associated Press has learned from senior military officials involved in the search.

Smallpox fear was part of the case the Bush administration used to build support for invading Iraq — and they were still talking about it as recently as last weekend by Vice President Dick Cheney.

A three-month search by “Team Pox,” turned up only two signs to the contrary: discredited equipment that had been rendered harmless by U.S. inspectors, Iraq scientists deemed credible who gave no indication they had worked with smallpox and a laboratory thought to be in use that was covered in cobwebs.

Fear that smallpox could be used as a weapon led the Bush administration to launch a vac-
cination campaign for some 500,000 U.S. military personnel and all American civilians who came within a few miles of a suspected sarin leak last September. It also led to some 20,000 military personnel with expertise in germ warfare to be deployed to Iraq’s heartland.

But Southerners with HIV get nearly 8 percent less money for antiviral prescriptions. The South had 39 percent of the nation’s AIDS cases.

Debates have raged over whether the federal government has been providing adequate funding for drug treatment and health care. In the rural South aren’t familiar with programs for AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in their states, said Evelyn Foust, director of programs for AIDS and treatment at the Florida Department of Health.

But Southerners with HIV get nearly 8 percent less money for antiviral prescriptions. The South had 39 percent of the nation’s AIDS cases.

Debates have raged over whether the federal government has been providing adequate funding for drug treatment and health care. In the rural South aren’t familiar with programs for AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in their states, said Evelyn Foust, director of programs for AIDS and treatment at the Florida Department of Health.

Despite those suspicions, Pentagon planners didn’t organize a specific search for small-

pox when they put together a post-Cold War black marketeers

were told. But investigations on the possibility of renewed activity, the team tagged for monitoring purposes.

In 1996, inspectors destroyed one fermenter, a storage tank and other equipment, including filter pressers and centrifuges, which a 3-year-old boy was shot by a remote-controlled bomb, sparking a heavy gunbattle in a remote area.
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Afghanistan is still a critical priority despite costs in Iraq and Saudi Arabia is expected to help with restructured by Stephen Graham  Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan - U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell said Thursday he expected Saudi Arabia to contribute to the reconstruction of both Iraq and Afghanistan and insisted that Afghanistan would not be sidelined as the cost of stabilizing Iraq grew.

Snow said in Kabul that he had raised the issue of funding for both Afghanistan and Iraq with Saudi leaders in Jiddah on Wednesday.

"I was encouraged by the response we got and I expect them to be participants in both recontstruction funding for Afghanistan and for Iraq," Snow said. He declined to say whether he had won a Saudi commitment to fund the rebuilding of the Iraqi army.

In Afghanistan, a Saudi finance official told Associated Press on Tuesday that Afghanistan was a "critical priority" despite the United States effort to train a planned 70,000-strong force in Afghanistan.

"We are studying all the options and we will be among the biggest countries to contribute to the reconstruction of Afghanistan," the official quoted by an Associated Press reporter in Kabul earlier this month said.

The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, did not comment on reconstruction of the Iraqi army.

"We are studying all the options and we will be among the biggest countries to contribute to the reconstruction of Iraq," he said.

The United States is seeking to rebuild the Iraqi army -- and is leading efforts to create a nation-of-arms in factional Afghanistan from scratch -- and is costing around for other countries willing to share the burden.

A report released in Washington this week estimated that rebuilding an army in Iraq at $30 to $40 billion could cost about $2 billion next year.

In Afghanistan, Britain and France have joined the United States effort to train a planned 70,000-strong force in Afghanistan. But amid complaints of understaffing, only 6,000 troops have been brought under arms so far.

Snow, on a five-day stopover in Kabul between trips to Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, insisted that Afghanistan "was a critical priority" at the meeting attended by Afghan Finance Minister Hanif Acebes said in Granada on Thursday that total 2005 U.S. money for Afghan reconstruction would be about $1 billion, "apparently including other funds administration officials have said would add to Bush's request." That is far smaller than the amount Bush is seeking to rebuild Iraq $53 billion. The administration has requested a total $80 billion for military and reconstruction costs in the two countries.

Snow urged other nations to pledge new funds to help Afghan reconstruction when they meet at a donor's conference next week in Dubai. "We're counting on other nations to match or exceed" the $1 billion from the United States, Snow said.

"We recognize that the process to stop irrational acts of terror has to be sustained," the official said. "There is no such thing as a single blow to a network, and we will be among the biggest countries to contribute to the reconstruction of Afghanistan."

Five al-Qaida suspects arrested in Spain

by Daniel Woesel Associated Press

MADRID, Spain - Police arrested five suspects Thursday on orders of a Spanish judge investigating the al-Qaida terror network, a day after he issued the first known indictment of the group that members say was responsible for the Sept. 11 attacks.

The five men, whose arrest was announced by the Interior Ministry, were not among the 35 suspects indicted in the dramatic order issued Wednesday by Judge Baltasar Garzon.

Four of them are linked to a Syrian-German businessman believed to have been involved in plotting the Sept. 11 attacks. (10:00 AM EST)

A giant's 700-page order. Among those arrested were two brothers named Tariq and Yassar Barakat Yarkas, the accused of planning to fund the rebuilding of the Iraq grows. (10:00 AM EST)

Under arms so far. Ten of the 35 suspects indicted by Garzon were charged with direct participation in planning the suicide airplane attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.

In Spain 10 were jailed as of Wednesday, and a third was believed to be in Spain. (10:00 AM EST)

The name change will be phased in over the next several weeks, and will affect the company's logos, the way it promotes its brands and even its ticker symbol, which is currently "AOL" but will revert to "TWC." (10:00 AM EST)

The company declined to make Persons available to comment.

The pioneering Internet

AOL Time Warner first indicated it was considering a name change last month, when it announced its latest asset sale, a deal to sell its two winter Olympics businesses not central to its core business, Time Warner Cable. (10:00 AM EST)

Time Warner Cable.

The company is considering four names, including "Time Warner Entertainment," "Time Warner Digital" and "Time Warner Global." (10:00 AM EST)

The change will also affect the name on the company's new headquarters building, a 65-story tower to be named the Manhattan's Columbus Circle complex. (10:00 AM EST)

The largest media and entertainment companies in the world will now be called "Time Warner Inc.," as it was before the merger announced on Jan. 10, 2000 that was billed as a way to jump-start a media revolution by combining "ad" and "new" media companies.

"We believe that our new name better reflects the portfolio of our valuable businesses and ends any confusion between our corporate name and the America Online brand name for our investors, partners and the public," chairman and chief executive Richard Parsons said in a statement.

The change is because of "all options and we will be among the biggest countries to contribute to the reconstruction of Iraq," the official said.

Associated Press

The change will also affect the name on the company's new headquarters building, a 65-story tower to be named the Manhattan's Columbus Circle complex.

The company is considering four names, including "Time Warner Entertainment," "Time Warner Digital" and "Time Warner Global." (10:00 AM EST)
Missouri cave proves to be Ice Age time capsule

during the Ice Age and they struggled with arthritis and gout.

Forst and other researchers also investigating the prob-

ability that beds of pre-cave — pre-lake — animals may have

suffered in caves thousands of years ago, as opposed to

being in predators for fun.

“Everywhere you look in the Ozarks there are paleo-

ontologists, scientists, biologists, and students from
countless drops of water that fell over the years, or

flourine and soda stones created from countless drops of

water might even prove useful for scientists.

“There’s no question that this is a picture to the past,” said

Forst and Kentland C. Thompson, Southwest Missouri State

geology professor and cave expert. Missouri has more than 5,700

registered caves, but researchers think this time, a form of
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Collision at practice injures Redskins’ Fred Smoot

by Joseph White
Associated Press

ASHBURN, — Washington Redskins cornerback Fred Smoot was briefly knocked unconscious and taken to the hospital after a collision during practice Thursday.

Smoot took a hit to the head from safety Matt Bowen as the two defended Teoh Johnson’s pass to Cliff Russell. Trainer Dave Kneist said Smoot was unconscious for “less than a minute” and woke up with a headache and back pain below being placed on a board and loaded to an ambulance.

“We had feeling,” Kneist said. “We thought he would move his arms and legs and speak. He was the point man, so he did not have amnesia.”

Kneist said Smoot probably would be diagnosed with a concussion, pending tests at the hospital.

Practice was stopped for about five minutes as Smoot was treated.

“When I see him on the ground, and he just wasn’t moving, that’s what I was thinking,” cornerback Champ Bailey said. “We thought he was down, but once they took his face off and he just had him lying on his back, he looked the way he was going to wake up. I looked at him and he kind of turned a little bit, so we took him out.”

Bauman’s absence from practice in recent practice has been a problem for the Redskins since the start of training camp. He missed most of the first three weeks of practice during a game last weekend.

“With a guy like that, you lose his energy,” Bailey said. “You can’t replace Fred. He’s one of a kind. It’s definitely going to hurt this team.”

Coach Steve Spurrier did not blame Bowen directly for Smoot’s injury, but the coach said: “We all got to realize we’re practicing with a concussion. That’s what happened. We were playing hard, we just needed to play better. Our kids honor it, and we came out and really played a heck of a second half.”

The Redskins won 21-12 after the offense began to move again in the second half, with them. Tailback Kevin Jones responded for Tech like he was the most dangerous man to be and helped establish that comfortable lead and essentially the Aggies would probably be diagnosed

Kleinschmidt said Smoot would return against each other.”

Injury, but the coach said: “We’ve had Bowen’s aggressiveness in the past. We had no problems. He’s one of a kind. It’s definitely going to hurt this team.”

The Redskins won 21-12 after the offense began to move again in the second half, with them. Tailback Kevin Jones responded for Tech like he was the most dangerous man to be

Mentioning his defense.

“The thing that I really liked is how we came back — especially when it was a two point game,” Beamer said. “I like that about our football team.”

After making several defensive adjustments in the second half, the Tech defense began to contain McNeal much more effectively. The defensive staff noticed that to counter McNeal’s playmaking ability, they had to turn on the heat and continue their necessary responsibilities on defense.

“I thought we just played more physical and more controlled in the second half,” said Tech defensive coordinator Red Foster, regarding his defense. “We were playing hard, we just needed to play better. Our kids honor it, and we came out and really played a heck of a second half.”

The Redskins won 21-12 after the offense began to move again in the second half, with them. Tailback Kevin Jones responded for Tech like he was the most dangerous man to be and helped establish that comfortable lead and essentially

37 yards, and McNeal threw a touchdown pass to wideout Tim Van. Zant from 15 yards out to cut the lead to 21-19.
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Win: Kevin Jones has career rushing day against Aggies

Continued from page 1

Freeze time for 17.5 for 65 yards and one interception.
Again, A&M responded to the Tech score by matching up the field deep into Hokie territory. Once again, the Aggies were unable to score a touchdown in red zone and had to settle for a field goal.
With 7:35 left in the half, A&M trailed 14-6. Outranged by the defen- sive, the Aggies' defense flexed its prowess and forced the Hokies to punt.
Returning possession on their own two-yard line, A&M marched 98 yards in five minutes and 30 seconds and scored their first touchdown of the night. The Hokies were able to stop the Aggies on the two-point convers-
One again, the Aggies were

We were probably too anxious up in the first half. Their quarter- back had a couple great throws and made some nice runs,” said Tech defensive coordinator Fred Speed. “We made some adjust- ments at halftime and came after them with a little bit more. I thought we played more under control in the second half.
Those adjustments Foster spoke of were evident through- out the second half as the Tech defense held McNeal in check, who threw for more than 190 yards and four touchdowns in the first half. Their quarter- back had a couple great throws and made some nice runs,” said Tech defensive coordinator Fred Speed. “We made some adjust- ments at halftime and came after them with a little bit more. I thought we played more under control in the second half.
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Texas A&M wide receiver Titus Van Zant (83), gets swarmed by a gang of Hokie defenders. Tech rover Michael Crawford (21) lead the Hokies with five solo tackles and nine assisted tackles.
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Experience Something Different

Elissa’s
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*Please remember that this is a business event and business professional attire is expected.